Atypical Age Presentation in a Classical Osteosarcoma
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Abstract

Background: Osteosarcoma is the commonest primary malignant bone tumor in children and young adults. The peak incidence occurs in the second decade of life. It is found primarily around the knee and is commoner in males. This case is reported to raise awareness that osteosarcoma can occur at any age.

Case Description: A 36-year-old female developed a low grade pain around the left knee joint, which later became severe. Ulceration and swelling followed an attempt by a traditional healer to excise the lesion. Classical radiological features of osteosarcoma were demonstrated and diagnosis was later confirmed on histology.

Conclusion: This case shows that, although the incidence of osteosarcoma is highest during the period of maximum bone growth, the tumour is not limited to growing bones.
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Introduction

Osteosarcoma or osteogenic sarcoma is a malignant tumour of the bone with abnormal proliferation of osteoblasts [1]. The highest incidence is in the second decade of life, which coincides with the period of maximum bone growth [1]. A second peak incidence is observed in adults after the age of 50 [2]. At this stage, the tumour will involve the axial skeleton and flat bones as a result of malignant transformation from pre-existing conditions like Paget disease, irradiation, osteochondromas and other benign bone processes [2,3]. Hence, diagnosis of osteosarcoma in the third and fourth decade of life requires credible radiological evidence as well as histological confirmation.

Aim

Raising awareness that osteosarcoma may occur at any age using a case reporting.

Case Presentation

NE is a 36-year-old female who presented at the National Orthopedic Hospital Enugu, with gross exuberant painful outgrowth and associated necrotic areas around the left knee and distal thigh. Prior to the outgrowth she developed a low grade pain at the site, which later became severe. Ulceration and swelling followed an attempt by a traditional healer to excise the lesion.

On examination, the patient had an exuberant ulcer and fluctuant tender swelling of the distal third of the left thigh and knee. She was markedly pale and emaciated. The blood pressure and pulse were within normal limits. She was admitted and stabilized while laboratory and radiological investigations were being done. The laboratory investigations carried out were full blood count which showed PCV of 23% and WBC of 21,600 mm3. The erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 150 mm/1st Hr and the viral screenings (HIV, HBV and HCV) were negative. A clinical diagnosis of osteomyelitis was made, with osteosarcoma as a differential.

The radiological investigations included an abdominopelvic ultrasound scan which was normal, posteroanterior chest radiograph (Figure 1) which showed nodular opacities at the right lower and left middle lung zones (arrows). The plain radiograph of the left knee showed a huge dense mass around the knee with both bone and soft tissue involvement. The mass shows densely sclerotic areas of lucency, multi lamination and destruction of the cortices with spiculated and sunburst periosteal reactions, indicating an aggressive process. The soft tissue extension appears as cloudlike areas of...
Sclerosis enveloping the knee joint, giving a ‘bundle-of-cotton wool’ appearance (Figure 2, 3). A left femoral arteriography (Figure 4) demonstrated a huge hypervascular mass.

Excision biopsy of a 5 cm bony wedge with muscle elements was confirmed to be osteosarcoma on histology. A definitive diagnosis of osteosarcoma with pulmonary metastasis was made. The patient was stabilized with antibiotics, analgesics, hematinics and intravenous fluids. She also had multiple courses of blood transfusion. The patient later had a left above-knee amputation and was placed on courses of chemotherapy. Her post-operative condition was satisfactory. She improved markedly and had since been discharged home and advised to be coming for regular check up and rehabilitation.

In summary, a case of primary osteosarcoma at a most unlikely age of 36 years is reported. Osteosarcoma is usually prevalent during the second decade of life, which coincides with the period of maximal bone growth [3].

Discussion

Osteosarcoma is known to occur in the age range of 15-29 years [1]. This coincides with the period of maximum bone growth. Another peak is in the elderly where it is secondary to benign bone lesions [3, 4]. Interestingly, the age our patient presented falls outside of these two age peaks. This non-consonant age presentation drew our attention to this documentation.

There are some noteworthy features of our index patient. Most important is the late presentation. The presenting complaints in osteosarcoma as in the index case include pain in the affected limb, swelling, or a noticeable mass in the arm or leg [5]. Tenderness, venous engorgement, restriction of movement and pyrexia simulating osteomyelitis are other clinical findings [1, 4]. A small proportion of patients present with pathological fracture, a feature that is associated with a worse prognosis [5]. Our indexed patient displayed almost all of the above features aside from pathological fracture. This late presentation which seems to be common in our clime for obvious reasons is among factors underlying the choice of management. This involves above knee amputation and chemotherapy as witnessed by our patient. The late presentation also opens up mimics for soft tissue swelling in the limbs like cellulitis, osteomyelitis, trauma and benign bone tumors [1, 4]. This now drew attention to diagnostic modalities available locally to establish the diagnosis. In the absence of functioning CT and MRI, we utilized plain radiography and angiography. Angiography can be used to establish the extent of tumour if surgical treatment and prosthetic replacement are being considered [6-8]. The hypervascularity shown on conventional angiography usually suggest an aggressive tumour as seen in the patient presented. The aggressiveness of this tumour was further shown in this patient from the plain radiographic features of adjacent soft tissue invasion and mineralization. These entire features led credence to the late patient presentation and the consequent management. Since the prognostic factors in osteosarcoma depend on the stage at which treatment is
commenced and initial response to therapy, late hospital presentation results in high morbidity, amputation (as in the index) and most times mortality [4,9,10].

**Conclusion**

A case of primary osteosarcoma at a most unlikely age of 36 years is reported to raise awareness that osteosarcoma may occur at any age.
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